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Concerning the Authorization for the 
Church’s Use of the  

Theological Foundations & Policies and Criteria  

for the Ordering of Ministry 

of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) 
  

The Design of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) is a document describing the 
ordering of our life together as church in its many expressions.    Its purpose is to describe 
and guide our common ministry in the name of Jesus Christ and for the benefit of the 
whole people of God.   Approved by action of the General Assembly, it speaks to the 
various structures of the church and their responsibilities.    Therefore, as church it is 
important to recite critical points as common mission is undertaken in covenant with one 
another. 

“Across national boundaries, this church expresses itself in covenantal relationships 
in congregations, regions, and general ministries of the Christian Church (Disciples 
of Christ), bound by God’s covenant of love. Each expression is characterized by its 
integrity, self-governance, authority, rights, and responsibilities, yet they relate to 
each other in a covenantal manner….We are committed to mutual accountability.” 
(para. 2) 

 To enable and organize the church’s ministerial leadership, authorization for supporting 
documents such as the THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS AND POLICIES AND 
CRITERIA FOR THE ORDERING OF MINISTRY is explicitly stated in The Design.  

 “In keeping with this Design, the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) shall…define 
policies and criteria for its Order of Ministry…develop and recognize new forms of 
ministries for mission and witness…and engage in continuing renewal, reformation, 
and adaptation as necessary to minister in the world.” (para. 4)  

 

This is ultimately accomplished not through committees, commissions, organizations, 
units, or other instrumentalities but through its General Assembly. This is affirmed 
specifically in The Design’s section on Ministry.  

“The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), through the General Assembly, shall 
approve general policies and criteria for the order of ministries,…” (para. 86) 

 

The Regions are assigned the responsibility of implementing these policies in covenant 
with the whole church. 

 “Within policies developed by the General Assembly, regions provide help, counsel, 
and pastoral care to ministers and congregations in such matters as standing and 
credentialing of ministers, ministerial search and call, ordination, licensing,…” (para. 
24) 
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A  H A N D B O O K   

F O R  W O R K I N G  W I T H   
C A N D I D A T E S  F O R  O R D I N A T I O N  

FOR USE BY REGIONAL COMMISSIONS ON MINISTRY 

 
AN INTRODUCTION 

 This handbook is intended as a guide to Regional Commissions on Ministry as they 
implement Section II.C.3 of the Theological Foundations & Policies and Criteria for the 
Ordering of Ministry (TFPCOM2009) which assigns to Regions responsibility to “establish 
procedures to evaluate applicants for ordination.” The General Commission on Ministry is 
aware that this is a significant task for which the Handbook offers guidance and assistance. 
Some sections of this handbook may be more beneficial for some commissions than for others. If 
you already have an effective procedure, you may choose to continue with your existing process.  

 

 This handbook draws heavily on the work of the United Church of Christ which has 
produced Implementing the Pronouncement: ‘Ministry Issues: Forming and 
Preparing Pastoral Leaders For God’s Church,’ a portfolio of materials to assist them in 
evaluating their candidates for ministry. The General Commission on Ministry has selected and 
adapted materials that we believe will be of greatest benefit to our Regional Commissions. 
 

AN OVERVIEW 

This handbook opens with a description of the UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHY and 
BASIC PRINCIPLES of this process, followed by two main sections: INITIAL 
ASSESSMENT and ONGOING ASSESSMENT.  

 

During the INITIAL ASSESSMENT, the Commission and candidate review the 
candidate’s:  a) Personal Qualifications for the Order of Ministry, b) his/her Knowledge and 
Skills, and, c) her/his Life Circumstances. These discussions will help you and the candidate 
determine the most appropriate means to prepare him/her for ordained ministry, which can be 
developed into an “Individualized Educational and Formational Plan”.  

 

ONGOING ASSESSMENT offers the Commission and candidate the opportunity to 
periodically review the candidate’s progress. These reviews may lead to modifications in the 
candidate’s plan. 
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 “…your focus is on 
evaluating the 

candidate in 
relationship to 

the ten Personal 
Qualifications for 
Ministry, the last 
of which is… the 
sixteen Areas of 

Ministerial 
Practice.” 

 

U N D E R L Y I N G  P H I L O S O P H Y :  A  N E W  P A R A D I G M  

 

As a Regional Commission on 
Ministry meeting with a candidate for 
ordination, your focus is on evaluating the 
candidate in relationship to the ten Personal 
Qualifications for Ministry, the last of which 
is “skills and abilities necessary for the 
rigorous, pastoral tasks of ministry” 
(TFPCOM 2009: II.A.2j), that is the sixteen 
Areas of Ministerial Practice. 

 

These Personal Qualifications might 
best be understood not so 
much as benchmarks which 
a minister achieves once 
and for all during candidacy 
or static personality 
characteristics exhibited in 
constant and unchanging 
fashion, but as areas in 
which a minister seeks to 
grow, personally and 
professionally, throughout 
life. Thus, for instance, an 
individual’s “call to 
ministry” and 
“understanding of pastoral 
identity” are subject to on-

going 

discernment and 
development as 

s/he listens for God’s 
leading in every season 

of life. 

One of the most 
sweeping changes in the recently approved 
“Theological Foundations and Policies & 
Criteria for the Ordering of Ministry” 

(TFPCOM2009) is a paradigm shift in how 
we view preparation for ordained ministry 
from a primary emphasis on completion of a 
program of study (normally a Master of 
Divinity degree from a seminary 
accredited by the Association of 
Theological Schools) to a focus integrating 
growth in the “skills and abilities necessary 
for the rigorous, pastoral tasks of ministry” 
(TFPCOM 2009: II.A.2j).  

The “Policies and Criteria for the 
Order of Ministry” 
(2003) called for a 
breadth of theological 
study so that the candidate 
shows an understanding of 
the Christian faith, the 
Bible, the church, the 
history and polity of the 
Christian Church 
(Disciples of Christ), the 
world in theological 
perspective, and the 
Christian mission 
(Policies and Criteria 
2003: I.C.2b.) and, for 
those  

seeking ordination, 
“the securing of a 
baccalaureate degree and 
the completion of a 
seminary program of 
study” (Policies and 

Criteria 2003: III.C.2).   The new standard 
identifies sixteen Areas of Ministerial 
Practice in which candidates for ordination 
demonstrate competency and allows for 
flexibility in the methods of preparation by 
which that competency could be attained.  
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The policy,  which will go into effect 
August 1, 2011, still places a high premium 
on the M.Div. degree  

(TFPCOM 2009: II.C.2.: “Candidates for 
Ordination are expected to follow the 
seminary track, unless, in consultation with 
their Region, the Regional Ministry 
Commission determines that their 
economic, linguistic, vocational, or familial 
circumstances make the apprentice track 
more appropriate.”),  but shifts the 
emphasis from completion of the degree 
itself to competence in the Areas of 
Ministerial Practice which the candidate 
will demonstrate to the Regional 
Commission on Ministry.  

 

 This new paradigm encourages 
Regional Commissions on Ministry to assess 
the candidate’s competency in these sixteen 

Areas of Ministerial Practice in the same 
manner as the other nine Personal 
Qualifications for the Order of Ministry. 

One of the principles endorsed by the 
General Commission on Ministry is that a 
common denomination-wide assessment 
process be applied to all candidates for 
ordination regardless of their educational 
track.  Although seminary programs provide 
a general structure for ministerial education 
and formation, they do not necessarily 
require students to demonstrate all ten 
Personal Qualifications for the Order of 
Ministry or to attain competency in all 
sixteen Areas of Ministerial Practice. Since 
each candidate is a unique human being with 
a unique set of gifts, skills and 
understandings,  the Church and the 
ministry are best served if candidates and 
Commissions work together to develop an 
individualized plan for education and 
formation for each candidate. 
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B A S I C  P R I N C I P L E S  F O R  R E G I O N A L  C O M M I S S I O N S  O N  M I N I S T R Y  

The General Commission on Ministry recommends that Regional Commissions on Ministry 
adopt the following basic principles: 

1. Assess a candidate’s personal qualifications, skills and abilities as an ongoing 
process throughout candidacy. Do not save the assessment until the final step before 
ordination. This will allow you to engage the assessment task in manageable portions, 
and will promote the candidate’s development more effectively because you and s/he will 
be in conversation about her/his gifts and growing edges all along the way. 

 
2. Assess particular personal qualifications, skills and abilities when it is most timely to 

do so. Some of the personal qualifications may be appropriately assessed at any point 
during candidacy, but skills and abilities are most effectively assessed after the candidate 
has had sufficient education and/or experience to develop a level of competency in that 
area of ministerial practice. 

3. Assess candidates based on actual ministerial practice as much as possible. Since the 
goal is faithful and effective ministry, the best assessment will focus on how the 
candidate functions in ministry, rather than on academic papers and exams. Reports from 
field education supervisors and mentors, sample sermons and Bible study lessons, and 
mock search committee interviews can be effective assessment tools. 

 

4. Gather information and evaluations from other persons and communities who have 
knowledge of the candidate. Be especially attentive to draw members of a candidate’s 
cultural community into your process of discernment, and to learn about the situation, 
needs and perspectives of distinct cultural communities in order to undergird your 
discernment about a particular candidate’s readiness for ministry. 

 

5. Expect the candidate to take the initiative and responsibility for providing all 
materials and information requested by the commission. 

 

6. Apply the standards dynamically. No single individual will exhibit all of them equally 
well. No single minister who is currently ordained exhibits all of the personal 
qualifications, skills and abilities equally well. Instead, expect individuals to show 
different profiles of strength and growing edges, using the standards in ways that promote 
realistic assessment and encourage continuing development. 

 

7. It is useful to think of the personal qualifications, skills and abilities as characteristics that 
a candidate might be expected to display with varying degrees of consistency or depth, 
rather than as things that a person displays either entirely or not at all. So for each 
personal qualification, skill or ability, a Commission may find it more helpful to ask 
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“How consistently does this person display any particular characteristic?” rather 
than “Does this person display this or that characteristic – yes or no?” 

 

8. Make your aim the promotion of growth, and let the decision regarding when someone 
is ready for ordination emerge out of a process of mutual discernment of degrees of 
readiness and need for growth that is fed by these assessments. This means applying the 
standards developmentally, as a set of standards by which to measure where future 
growth is needed. 
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I N I T I A L  A S S E S S M E N T  

 The initial assessment of a candidate 
is a critical step which sets the proper 
foundation for the journey of candidacy. In 
this first step the Commission works with 
the candidate to identify her/his gifts and 
abilities and to formulate an individualized 
plan for education and formation.  

Preparation for ministry is not one-
size-fits-all, but ideally takes into account 
each candidate’s particular gifts, needs, life 
history and current 
circumstances. The 
candidate will benefit 
from a collaborative 
engagement with the 
Regional Commission on 
Ministry to develop an 
individualized educational 
and formational plan 
tailored to the needs of the 
church as well as to the 
particular gifts, needs and 
circumstances of the 
candidate.   

 The Commission 
will take ongoing 
responsibility for advising 
all candidates, whether on 
the Seminary Track or on 
the Apprentice Track.  

 
Initial assessment 

serves the goal of 
identifying those areas 
where the candidate 
already demonstrates 
knowledge, skills, practices 
and personal qualifications needed for 
ordained ministry, and those areas where 
s/he needs to engage in intentional work of 
preparation. When combined with the 
Commission’s assessment of educational 

and formational programs available to and 
appropriate for the candidate, this initial 
assessment will allow you to develop an 
individualized educational and formational 
plan for the candidate. This plan guides the 
candidate’s work of preparation, and 
structures your Commission’s evaluation 
of the candidate’s emerging readiness for 
ordination in a manageable ongoing 
process as s/he completes each step in the 
plan. This allows for mid-course  

refinements in the plan 
and grounds your final 
assessment for 
ordination in a history 
of careful discernment 
of the candidate’s 
readiness. 

 
Initial 

assessment has two 
dimensions which 
interact and must be 
balanced to inform the 
development of an 

individualized 
educational and 
formational plan. 
 

One dimension 
relates to the ten 

PERSONAL 
QUALIFICATIONS 

including the sixteen 
AREAS OF 

MINISTERIAL 
PRACTICE identified 
in Theological 

Foundations & Policies and Criteria for the 
Ordering of Ministry.  The result of this 
assessment will show the Commission on 
Ministry and the candidate where s/he is 
already well-prepared for ordination, and 

 
“ INITIAL  

ASSESSMENT HAS  
TWO DIMENSIONS 

WHICH INTERACT AND 
MUST BE BALANCED 

TO INFORM THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF AN 

INDIVIDUALIZED 
EDUCATIONAL AND 

FORMATIONAL PLAN: 
PERSONAL 

QUALIFICATIONS & 
AREAS OF MINISTERIAL 

PRACTICE  
AND 

 THE CANDIDATE’S LIFE 
CIRCUMSTANCES” 
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where s/he needs further education and 
formation to be a faithful and effective 
minister. 
 

The other dimension looks at THE 
CANDIDATE’S LIFE CIRCUMSTANCES 
(cultural, economic, linguistic, vocational, 

and familial). This assessment will help the 
Commission on Ministry determine the best 
educational and formational options for 
nurturing the candidate toward readiness for 
ordination whether in the seminary track or 
the apprentice track. 

A S S E S S I N G  P E R S O N A L  Q U A L I F I C A T I O N S  F O R  M I N I S T R Y  

From the outset of your relationship with the candidate, his/her spiritual and personal 
formation will need to be the focus of assessment in relation to the Personal Qualifications for 
ministry. Your assessment here should be based on your understanding of how the 
candidate sees her/himself, as well as how s/he is seen by others. Several kinds of 
narratives are a useful way to gain a picture of the candidate’s self-understanding: 

● A spiritual autobiography, emphasizing  significant transitions and developments in 
her/his spiritual life, and the persons, events and other  factors that have shaped 
her/him spiritually; 

●  A detailed, written self-assessment of her/his spiritual formation in relation to the 
Personal Qualifications for ministry; 

●  A narrative about the place of God in the candidate’s life, the practices s/he employs 
to nurture life in the Spirit, the candidate’s prayer life and spiritual authorities.  

Note: In some cases, these narratives will be better communicated to you orally.   
In such cases, record the narratives and keep the recording in the candidate’s 
portfolio. 

.  
With any of these narratives that you ask of a candidate, you will want to discuss it with her/him 
before coming to an assessment of where s/he stands in relation to the qualifications. 

  
You will also want to know how others see the spiritual formation of the candidate. The 

obvious device for obtaining this information is to obtain references. It is important that you not 
ask just for general references, but ask for persons’ assessments of the candidate in relation to the 
specific personal qualifications for ministry. The best practice would be to agree with the 
candidate on a wide variety of persons who know the candidate in different life 
settings from whom s/he would solicit and submit references. This would include 
the candidate’s pastor, lay leaders of her/his congregation, congregants who know the 
candidate well, co-workers, and friends. This is also the part of your assessment of the 
candidate where psychological inventories may be helpful, as long as cultural sensitivities are 
taken into consideration. 
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The results of your discussion with the candidate of his/her narratives and the information 
from the references provide a good basis for determining the degree to which the candidate 
displays each of the personal qualifications for ministry.  
 
Record these on the progress chart – ASSESSMENT OF CANDIDATE’S GROWTH IN 
PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS FOR MINISTRY. [SEE APPENDIX 5]         You can 
celebrate with the candidate those personal qualifications where you are satisfied that the 
candidate already demonstrates adequate development suitable for ordination.     In the ordinary 
course of events, you will not need to devote attention to these until you review everything at 
final assessment for ordination. Those personal qualifications you believe the candidate needs to 
develop further before ordination should be added to the list of areas that the candidate’s 
educational and formational plan needs to address. 
 
 

A S S E S S I N G  K N O W L E D G E  A N D  S K I L L S  F O R  M I N I S T R Y  
 
 Begin with the section on the sixteen Areas of Ministerial Practice.  The knowledge, 

skills and behaviors described in this section are things that persons are typically able to acquire 
through intentional educational processes. Some may be acquired by guided or peer study. Some 
may also be acquired through practical experience. Indeed, some are best acquired in this way.  

 
Throughout the Commission on Ministry’s work with a candidate, your focus 

ought to be on what this individual actually knows and can do, and on what sort of 
person s/he is. When doing an initial assessment of the candidate for the purpose of 
developing the plan, you may want to begin by looking at the candidate’s educational and 
experiential history. This lets you identify the areas where immediate assessment of the 
candidate’s actual knowledge and abilities makes sense, and those where assessment should wait 
until after a program of study. 

 
Here are some suggested things to look for in evaluating a candidate’s educational 

and experiential history: 
• What is the candidate’s history of leadership in the church (or other contexts), noting 

especially any prior service as a licensed/commissioned minister? 
• Does s/he have a high school diploma or GED? 
• Does s/he have any education beyond high school? What courses? What concentration of 

subjects? What degree(s)? 
• What, if any, Regional educational programs has the candidate completed or studied in 

(e.g., a licensed/commissioned minister’s training program)? What were the contents of 
those programs? 

• What formal, but perhaps non-academic educational or training programs has the 
candidate completed through her/his work site or for professional or technical 
certification? What were the contents of those programs? 

• Are there other educational or training programs which the candidate has completed? 
What are they? What sorts of knowledge, skills, or understandings did they nurture? 
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Ask the candidate to compile for you his/her educational and experiential history, including 
these elements and documentation: 

 
● Identification of all the educational credentials and programs s/he has received/completed 

and/or in which s/he has participated; 
 
● For each academic degree or certificate received above the high school level, an official 

transcript (sent to you from the educational institution), along with full course titles and, 
if requested, course descriptions; 

 
●   For each non-academic program taken or credential received, appropriate documentation 

of the candidate’s participation, and some description of the content of the educational 
experience; 

 
● A narrative description of experiences of leadership in the church or other contexts. This 

narrative may be written or oral,  but if oral,  it should be recorded and the recording 
added to the candidate’s portfolio. 

 
Note:  For individuals whose formal study occurred years ago, it may not always be 

possible for them to obtain every piece of information in this list.   In that case, just 
work with what can be obtained.  

WITH THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE CANDIDATE’S 
EDUCATIONAL AND EXPERIENTIAL HISTORY, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO 

IDENTIFY TWO THINGS: 

1. Those areas of knowledge, skill and behavior where the candidate seems to HAVE HAD 
SUFFICIENT EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE TO BE READY FOR 
ASSESSMENT; 

2. Those areas of knowledge, skill and behavior where the candidate HAS HAD 
RELATIVELY LITTLE EDUCATION OR EXPERIENCE. Move to identifying educational 
work s/he needs to do. 

 
Here is a simple procedure you can use to correlate educational experiences with the 

sixteen Areas of Ministerial Practice:  
 

1. Make a table listing the sixteen Areas of Ministerial Practice.   Leave space after each 
to write down the course(s), programs, and/or experiences from the candidate’s 
history that you think might have covered the knowledge or skill identified in this 
area of practice. (See  
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sample chart – CANDIDATE’S EDUCATIONAL AND EXPERIENTIAL HISTORY.)  
[SEE APPENDIX 5] 

 
2. For each area,   go through the information from the CANDIDATE’S 

EDUCATIONAL AND EXPERIENTIAL HISTORY looking for courses, programs, 
and experiences that seem to you – based on the titles and/or descriptions – to have 
covered that area.   Note also what kind of course or program that was [For example:    
a 3-credit graduate course, a licensed ministry training course, an afternoon 
workshop, or a period of time in a leadership role] so you have some general idea 
of the depth of knowledge and skill possibly acquired. 

 

 

3. Once you have gone through all sixteen areas and identified the courses and programs 
that are relevant to each, you are ready to make two lists. The first list 

includes all those AREAS OF MINISTERIAL PRACTICE where the 
candidate’s history has given her/him enough of a foundation that you think 

it is worthwhile to assess his/her performance. The second list includes all 
those AREAS OF MINISTERIAL PRACTICE where you think that there 
is not enough of a foundation in the candidate’s previous history to make it 

worthwhile to assess him/her until s/he has completed further study. 
 
 

Here are several rules of thumb that may give you clarification within this 
process: 

• For a candidate with NO FORMAL GRADUATE THEOLOGICAL STUDY OR 
LICENSED/COMMISSIONED MINISTER’S TRAINING AND LITTLE LEADERSHIP 
EXPERIENCE, you can skip the rest of this section and proceed to assessing personal 
qualifications for ministry. 

• For a candidate WHO HAS ENROLLED IN OR COMPLETED AN APPROPRIATE 
COLLEGE DEGREE AND/OR GRADUATE THEOLOGICAL WORK, you will want to do 
assessment in those areas where s/he has already done study.  

• For a candidate WHO HAS PREVIOUSLY SERVED A NUMBER OF YEARS AS A 
LICENSED/COMMISSIONED MINISTER, AND IS NOW SEEKING ORDINATION, you 
will want to do assessment in those areas covered in his/her educational and experiential 
history. 
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REMINDER:  Your work so far should generate two lists: 
● The AREAS OF MINISTERIAL PRACTICE where the candidate HAS HAD 

EDUCATIONAL OR LIFE EXPERIENCES THAT GIVE HER/HIM ENOUGH 
PREPARATION TO ASSESS his/her knowledge, skills, practices and 
dispositions.  This process will be described below.  

 
● The areas of ministerial practice where the candidate HAS HAD NO PRIOR 

PREPARATION SO THAT EDUCATIONAL WORK IS NEEDED BEFORE 
FURTHER ASSESSMENT. Hold this list for the time being.  You will add to 
it based on the rest of your initial assessment work. 

 
Now, refer to the first list. [Areas for which the candidate HAS HAD EDUCATIONAL OR 

LIFE EXPERIENCES THAT GIVE HER/HIM ENOUGH PREPARATION] 
 
To determine the candidate’s level of achievement in relation to these areas it 

may be helpful to organize A SERIES OF ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES:  
 

● Ask the candidate to solicit and submit letters of reference from the instructors of those 
courses that directly address her/his achievement of those specific areas. You may wish to 
develop a form describing the expected outcomes for the particular area of practice and 
requesting feedback on the candidate’s achievement with regard to each outcome.  

 
● Invite the candidate to share copies of an assigned paper or project with you for discussion. 
 
●  Select a case study or scenario of ministerial practice to explore with the candidate. 
 
● Ask the candidate to write and preach a sermon. 
 
● Ask the candidate to develop and lead a worship service. 
 
● Ask the candidate to develop and teach a Christian education class with the Commission 

members as students. 
●  Invite the candidate to solicit and submit letters of reference from persons who have observed 

his/her leadership. 
 
 

Whatever the combination of assessment activities you use, you want to record your 
judgment of the degree to which the candidate displays competency in this area.  Use a 
chart for this purpose.   [See sample chart – ASSESSMENT OF CANDIDATE’S 
GROWTH IN PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS FOR MINISTRY.]   Add to it 
whatever notes or comments you think will be a helpful part of the record.   For those 
outcomes where you are satisfied with the candidate’s level of competence, there is no need 
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for further work.   You can celebrate the candidate’s achievements.    Ordinarily, you will not 
need to assess these things again until you come to the final assessment for ordination.  

 
Now you have a list of the specific areas in which the candidate needs further preparation 

to develop the knowledge and skills needed for ordained ministry.   This chart is one of your foci 
in the candidate’s individualized educational and formational plan. 

 

A S S E S S I N G  L I F E  C I R C U M S T A N C E S  

FROM YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK SO FAR, YOU SHOULD HAVE A 
COMPLETE LIST OF THE AREAS WHERE YOU THINK FURTHER WORK IS 
NEEDED BY THE CANDIDATE WITH WHOM YOU ARE ENGAGED.  This signals the 
content of the work [THE “WHAT”] that the candidate needs to do to be fully prepared for the 
vocation to which God calls her/him.   Before making an actual plan for that work, however, 
there are a few other factors to consider. These factors will help you determine the best way 
for that work to be done [THE “HOW”]. In general, these factors have to do with the candidate’s 
life circumstances. 
 

Here are some questions you may find useful to consider with each candidate as you 
develop their educational plan together: 

 
● If the candidate has a bachelor’s degree or its equivalent, is it a degree from an accredited 

undergraduate institution(s)? 
 
● If the candidate does not have a completed bachelor’s degree, but some college study and 

substantial life experience or on-the-job training, does your state/region have a university that 
specializes in assessing such experience and training for the purpose of granting it college 
credit? Can the candidate connect with this institution? 

●   If s/he does not have a bachelor’s degree, might s/he apply to a seminary that 
will accept applications from students without a finished undergraduate     program? (The 
Association of Theological Schools allows theological schools to accept up to 10% of any 
class without a bachelor’s degree, provided the student demonstrates the ability to perform 
work at the graduate level.) 

 
● Can the candidate go to seminary, i.e., can s/he move to the campus of a   suitable seminary, 

or is there a suitable school to which s/he can commute effectively, or is there a suitable 
seminary with an M.Div. degree that s/he can obtain through distance education? If at first 
glance the answer to this question seems to be “no,” does that answer change with some 
additional research of the options, or with concrete support for the candidate from your 
Region or other source (e.g., financial aid)?  
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●  How long can the Regional church wait for the candidate to go through a process of 
preparation before taking up his/her ministry, or is there an urgent need in specific ministerial 
settings for her/his ministry now – while continuing preparation? 

 

●   Are there factors (age, economic, etc.) that affect the balance between what the 
candidate would invest in preparation and the number of years s/he will spend in ministry 
after ordination? 

 

●   Of the available options for ministerial formation, including, but not limited to, 
seminaries, Regional educational programs and mentoring opportunities, which will be the 
most culturally effective preparation for this particular candidate?  

 

●   If the candidate has already done some other theological or graduate education, 
     and going to seminary is the most appropriate way to complete his/her   
    preparation for ordination, which option makes the most sense: 

a. completing the M.Div.,  
b. completing a different (and shorter) theological masters degree, 
c. completing specific courses designed to complement the work s/he has already 

done? 
 

These questions highlight factors that you will want to weigh as you develop an 
educational and formational plan for each candidate with whom you journey.   There is no 
formula whereby certain answers always mean that a candidate must follow a particular 
educational path.     Instead, you need to consider these factors as you strive to best meet the 
needs of the churches for which you are responsible so that they are served by the best leaders 
possible. 

T U R N I N G  A L L  T H I S  I N T O  A N  E D U C A T I O N A L  A N D  
F O R M A T I O N A L  P L A N  

 
A simple way to think about how all this information comes together in a plan is to see all 

this assessment work as providing the Commission on Ministry with two kinds of information 
and guidance:  

• Your assessment of the candidate’s gifts and growing edges tells you what the candidate 
needs to learn and develop.  

• Your assessment of her/his life circumstances helps you define the educational contexts 
within which s/he can best do that learning and development. 

 
Your aim is to develop, together with the candidate, an individual 

educational and formational plan that will identify the various activities 
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required for the candidate to experience the growth you believe is needed for 
ordination. The plan should be put in writing, including:  

 
• the PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS and AREAS OF MINISTERIAL PRACTICE that are to 

be addressed,  
• the educational and formational content that needs to be learned, and  
• the specific educational contexts in which that learning will occur. 

  
The purpose of such a plan is to give the candidate clear guidance about what s/he needs to 
do, and to give the Commission a clear process for monitoring and assessing the candidate’s 
progress. 
 

Deciding the best combination of educational and formational contexts in which a 
candidate might accomplish goals of his/her educational and formational plan is not a 
neat, formulaic process.   In many cases, the candidate will be going to seminary (and before 
that, college) to study for an M.Div. degree, and the critical questions will be:   WHICH 
SEMINARY IS THE BEST CHOICE FOR THAT INDIVIDUAL, AND WHAT ELSE 
SHOULD S/HE DO IN ORDER TO BE BEST PREPARED FOR ORDINATION. In 
some other cases, the educational and formational plan will be more of a combination of 
several different approaches, with a particular educational program (seminary, Regional 
educational program or mentoring opportunity) at its core.   In yet other cases, the plan will 
probably be very much ad hoc. Nevertheless, there are some useful rules of thumb that 
can guide you through the decision-making process: 

 
1. If the candidate has no college degree, or has a college degree that lacks courses in the 

humanities and social sciences, then the plan will probably need to include some 
college courses, or their equivalent, in those areas. These topics are not typically 
covered in Regional educational or mentoring programs.   However, such courses would 
be readily available at most community colleges, and therefore are usually accessible for 
the candidate. 

 
2. If the candidate needs further preparation related to most of the 16 AREAS OF 

MINISTERIAL PRACTICE, then s/he needs to do an organized program of study  
(whether by going to seminary or through some other program).   Note:   In some 
circumstances,  a seminary M.A. degree may cover enough of what is needed. 

 

3.  If the candidate needs to do work related only to a portion of the 16 AREAS OF 
MINISTERIAL PRACTICE, then s/he needs only specific courses of study, whether taken 
at a seminary, in a Regional educational program or through mentoring. 

 

4. If the candidate is going to seminary, but needs significant work in spiritual and/or 
personal formation for ministry, you will need to make specific provisions in the 
candidate’s educational and formational plan for activities that ensure the candidate 
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is supported in her/his growth in these Areas.    Be aware that M.Div. programs will 
vary widely in the degree to which they attend to such matters. 

 

5. In general, as long as the candidate: 
a. can get to a college and seminary,  
b. can gain admittance to the necessary programs of study,  
c. can afford that education,  

 
d. will have a reasonable number of years of service after graduation,  
e. finds the schools culturally appropriate;  and,  
f. as long as the Regional church does not have an urgent and immediate need for 

his/her ministry,  
sending the candidate to do the study s/he needs at college and seminary is the preferred 
approach.  

 
For these candidates, the educational and formational plan will consist centrally of 

enrollment in one or more educational institutions for particular degree programs. The rest 
of the plan may include guidance about particular courses to take and instructions about 
activities, in order to fully address all the educational and formational needs you and the 
candidate have identified. 

 

 
 

At the same time, you must remember 
that all the conditions identified in the 
section on “ASSESSING LIFE 
CIRCUMSTANCES” (see above) need to be 
taken seriously as well. You will have 

candidates where simply packing them off to 
college and seminary is not the answer to 
their needs. For example, circumstances 
may genuinely prevent them from 
attending the relevant educational 

It is important to keep these three questions in 
front of your decision-making: 

• What are the strengths of the candidate’s core 
program? 

• How good a match is that for this candidate’s 
educational/formational needs and circumstances? 

• How do we need to supplement this program for 
this candidate to be well prepared for leading the 
church? 
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institution; or, college and seminary 
cannot provide the education and 
formation they need to be effective 
ministers in the contexts where they are 
likely to be  
 
called.    In many of these cases, life 
circumstances,  distance to educational 
institutions, and the cultural appropriateness 
of available educational programs may loom 
large.     In these cases,   you will need to be 
more creative to meet the needs of the  
individual.    You are encouraged to ask for 
help from resource persons among Regional, 
General, college/university and seminary 
staff, and in the candidate’s own cultural 
community, especially the General Church 

executives of the Disciples racial/ethnic 
ministries.    

In each of these cases, the 
EDUCATIONAL AND FORMATIONAL 
PLAN you develop with the candidate will 
be much more highly individualized, and 
may literally be a longer document because 
you will need to develop it in much greater 
detail.     As the church’s educational 
institutions continue to progress toward 
becoming more truly multi-racial and multi-
cultural, and as they provide more venues 
for distance learning, there may be more and 
more resources available for your work with 
candidates who need such highly 
individualized plans. 
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O N G O I N G  A S S E S S M E N T  O F  A  C A N D I D A T E  F O R  
O R D I N A T I O N  W H I L E  I N  A N  E D U C A T I O N A L  P R O G R A M  

Introduction 
 

“Ongoing Assessment” refers to the periodic assessment of the progress toward 
ordination a candidate makes as s/he pursues the tasks in the individualized educational 
and formational plan developed in the process of initial assessment.   It focuses on growth 
and development in identified areas and should be part of every review that the Commission on 
Ministry, or its authorized representative(s), conducts with the candidate.   This ongoing 
assessment allows you to do several things: 

 
• Monitor a candidate’s development as s/he works through the agreed educational and 

formational experiences in preparation for possible ordination; 
 

• Make mid-course adjustments in the candidate’s educational and formational plan to 
maximize the candidate’s growth during the process of preparation; 

 
• Contribute – by a more refined and ongoing discernment of gifts for ministry – to your 

continuing discernment of the appropriateness of ordination for this candidate; 
 

• Compile a history of assessment that creates a solid foundation for the final assessment 
and decision for ordination. 

 
Effective ONGOING ASSESSMENT presupposes that your Commission will ask each 
candidate in your care to provide you in advance of the meeting for her/his review 
with certain specified materials.  It also presupposes that you will spend a good 

amount of time discussing those materials with the candidate and reaching a mutual 
assessment of his/her progress in relation to the Personal Qualifications and Areas of Ministerial 
Practice.   These meetings are occasions for celebrating the progress made, for affirming or 
revising the candidate’s educational and formational plan to ensure that s/he receives the 
best possible preparation, and for continuing discernment of the nature of the call the 
candidate has received. 

 
 

 
THE ONGOING ASSESSMENT IN THE  

CONTEXT OF PERIODIC REVIEW 
 

Remember that ongoing assessment of a candidate is a targeted process. In any given review, 
you are not assessing the candidate in relation to all ten Personal Qualifications and sixteen 
Areas of Ministerial Practice.   You focus on those qualifications and areas of practice that 
set the agenda for the past year’s work in the candidate’s educational and formational 
plan.   Those areas where you judge the candidate to have already reached a satisfactory level 
need not concern you greatly, and it is premature to assess the candidate’s achievement of areas 
for which the educational and formational work is in the future. 
 

However, it does make sense to keep all ten PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS and all 
sixteen AREAS OF MINISTERIAL PRACTICE always in view.   Your attention to these need not 
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be as intense as in the initial assessment unless they were part of the past year’s learning agenda.   
The best combination of assessment resources you need to use will probably vary from year to 
year based on the areas on which you are focusing.   [Refer back to the section on “INITIAL 
ASSESSMENT.”]  
 

For your assessment of the candidate’s work on the educational and formational 
plan, you will certainly want to ask for this information:  

 
• The candidate’s written self-assessment of their progress in relation to the AREAS OF 

MINISTERIAL PRACTICE that set the year’s agenda;  
 

• References from instructors, supervisors and others who worked with the candidate 
during the year   [These references should address specifically the areas and outcomes 
engaged by the work they did with the candidate.]; 
 

• Various forms of information from the candidate’s educational program or 
experiences   [Depending on the nature of the program and the year’s work,  these would 
include transcripts,   evaluations of the student in course work,  evaluations of his or her 
supervised practice of ministry, various assessment processes,  and – if the candidate 
completed a unit of Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) – CPE evaluations.] 

 

• Evaluations, reflections and counsel from the cultural community of which the candidate 
is a member 

 

• Any information that the candidate wants to share with the Commission 
Especially in the middle and later years of the student’s educational and formational plan (such 
as the last two thirds of full-time seminary education), you may find it fruitful to send the 
candidate a case study in pastoral leadership and ask for an analysis of it from various 
perspectives. 
 

You want to receive all of these materials in advance of the review conversation, 
which then should include a discussion with the candidate of this information about the 
candidate’s progress in relation to the sixteen AREAS OF MINISTERIAL PRACTICE.   The results 
of your mutual assessment of progress should be recorded on a progress chart.   That and all the 
written materials should go into the candidate’s file. 
 

If you want to keep the other PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS for the Ordering of 
Ministry in view annually,   even when they are not in the year’s learning agenda,   then 

you will want to seek additional assessment information.  From the candidate you can ask 
for her/his:  

 
● Assessment of how s/he stands in relation to PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS.  
●  Brief narratives concerning:  

o the candidate’s spiritual life and practices during the last year,  
o the candidate’s emotional and relational life, and/or  
o any experiences of significant impact on the candidate’s life during the last year 

and how s/he responded. 
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To this you should add references that speak to the candidate’s conduct and disposition in 
relation to the PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS.   These materials should then also become a 
subject of discussion with the candidate during the review. Your judgments about the degree to 
which the candidate is displaying each of these ten Personal Qualifications should be recorded on 
a progress chart, and that record should be added to the candidate’s file. 
 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

 The United Church of Christ has prepared a portfolio of materials to assist their 
associations and congregations in working with candidates for authorized ministry.   Although 
the portfolio is still a work-in-progress, it reflects careful theological and practical reflection on 
the process of working in covenant with candidates around discernment of call and preparation 
for ministry.   The portfolio cannot simply be appropriated as a whole for use by Regions in the 
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) due to differences in polity, policies and procedures, and 
understandings of ministry.   Nonetheless, the General Commission on Ministry has drawn 
extensively on the wisdom, insights, and practical tips developed by the United Church of 
Christ in preparing this set of resources for use by the Regions.   The United Church of Christ’s 
portfolio includes an extensive discussion of how discernment has been understood and practiced 
in the life of the Church.    Regional Commissions and candidates for ordination are 
encouraged to read and reflect upon this discussion and the literature cited as a background 
for entering into the discernment process.  

The portfolio is posted on the UCC website at http://www.ucc.org/ministers/ministry-
issues/Draft-3-1-MIIC-May-09-no-watermark-REVISED.pdf.   The relevant section begins on 
page 36 and continues through page 44. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

This handbook is based on the work of the Implementation Committee and has been 
authorized by the General Commission on Ministry,  

Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), in its meeting of August 31, 2010. 
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